Disclaimer Untamed Travelling
Although we take the utmost care when composing the content of our publications, the possibility
exists that certain information (over time) has become outdated or is not (no longer) correct.
Untamed Travelling accepts no liability for the possible damage which could result from the use of
information from the website(s), brochures, advertisements and other publications created by us
and cannot give any guarantees regarding the nature and content of it.
We do not accept any liability for damages of any kind arising from third-party content on our
website(s). We reserve the right to change and/or remove offered information without notice or
explanation. Untamed Travelling cannot be held responsible for decisions by travelers based on the
information provided by us, if that information is not intended for that purpose or is used in an
injudicious manner.
We cannot guarantee the safety of the website, nor can we be held responsible for any damage
that is the direct or indirect result of an interruption in the availability of the site.

Copyright Untamed Travelling
All rights are owned by Untamed Travelling, unless otherwise stated. Material of third parties is
only used with permission of the rightful claimants. Should you, despite our care, believe that you
can derive rights from material on our website, please let us know as soon as possible.
No part of the publications of Untamed Travelling may be made public or reproduced without our
prior written consent, including the reproduction in digital, electronic, optical or other form or the
reproduction (i) for the benefit of a company, organization or institution or (ii) for own exercise,
study or use which is not strictly private in nature or (iii) for inclusion in any daily-, news-, weekly or
magazine (whether or not in digital form or online) or in a radio or television broadcast.
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